


Colgate Active Salt redefines oral hygiene with a new and improved formula

Mumbai, India, 02 April 2024: Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited, the leader in oral care,
announces the launch of the renewed Colgate Active Salt, setting a new benchmark in oral
hygiene solutions with an improved formula that tackles oral problems right at their
inception.

Since 2005, Colgate Active Salt has served the nation by addressing early oral concerns,
leveraging the unique benefits of salt ingrained in Indian oral care traditions. It is also
Colgate’s #1 brand in Tamil Nadu. Building upon this legacy, the all new Colgate Active Salt
introduces an improved andmore potent formula to nip oral problems in the bud.

Speaking on the launch, Ayan Guha, Senior Marketing Manager at Colgate-Palmolive India,
said, "By unveiling the upgraded Colgate Active Salt, we celebrate the timeless wisdom
ingrained in the power of salt, enhanced by Colgate’s science-led approach. Supported by a
new campaign, we continue the journey of dramatic Colgate Active Salt advertising that has
made the brand iconic over two decades.”

Juneston Mathana, Executive Creative Director at WPP@CP, added, “Whoever says they
don’t fear the consequences of dental pain is clearly lying. We’ve all felt it, we’ve all feared it.
It’s a pain that sends shivers down the spines of the most powerful people out there. This
idea got our director, Harshik Suraiya, excited because it exposes our vulnerabilities in a
relatable and light-hearted way.”

The ad film aims to underscore the importance of proactive oral care in an engagingmanner,
featuring a victorious politician, riding high on his recent win, is abruptly interrupted by a
toothache after indulging in celebratory sweets. The events that unfold thereafter serve as a
vivid reminder that oral discomfort can strike unexpectedly but with Colgate Active Salt, you
can say goodbye to pain and fear!

The campaign has been rolled out in Southern and Eastern markets , across television, digital
and other media platforms. Colgate Active Salt is available nationwide through both online
and offline channels.

Watch the ad film here
Hindi -https://youtu.be/s82hPg3b2OY
Bengali - https://youtu.be/GlVbnox8-HE
Tamil - https://youtu.be/L-QK08IJ9yU
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CCOs: Kainaz Karmakar & Harshad Rajadhyaksha
ECD: Juneston Mathana
Creative Team: Virendra Saigaonkar, Shiladitya Saha, Barun Rakshit
Account Management: Esha Datta, Shikha Seth, Manmohan Nandrajog
Films (Agency Producer): Divyang Pandya
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About Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited
Colgate-Palmolive is a caring, innovative growth company committed to reimagining a
healthier future for all people and the planet. Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited is the market
leader in Oral Care in the country, dedicated to delivering sustainable, profitable growth for
its shareholders while fostering an inclusive workplace for its people. With a primary focus
on Oral Care & Personal Care in the Indian market, the company is also recognized for its
leadership and innovative efforts in advancing sustainability and community well-being.
For more information about Colgate’s global business and its efforts in building a future to
smile about, visit: www.colgatepalmolive.co.in
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